Introduction
On 5 August 2012, a white supremacist neo-Nazi gunman stormed a Sikh temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, killing six worshippers. The horrific attack was only one of thousands of acts of domestic terrorism directed at Sikh and Muslim communities -indeed at all South Asian communities regardless of faith -across the US in the wake of 11 September 2001. 1 As interfaith groups across the US organized vigils to memorialize the Oak Creek victims, one grassroots memory institution, the South Asian American Digital Archive (SAADA) (http://www.saadigitalarchive.org), launched an outreach effort linking the community's historic struggles for equality to ongoing activism against racism, Islamophobia, and militarism. First, SAADA sidestepped divisive politics between South Asian Americans of various religious, national, regional, and class affiliations by asserting an inclusive South Asian American identity rooted in a common past. Next, SAADA promoted the use of historical materials in its collection that document the century-old history of Sikhs in the US, firmly rooting the community in American history and linking past struggles for citizenship with the politics of today. Finally, SAADA actively solicited materials documenting community responses to the Oak Creek attack, building an archive of solidarity for future use.
SAADA's response to the Oak Creek attack built on the organization's efforts to document the century-old history of South Asian political activism in the United States. From the first wave of Punjabi labourers and students who organized against British rule in India at the turn of last century, to community efforts to fight hate crimes, discrimination, and racial profiling against South Asians in the US and protest the war As this paper argues, SAADA's efforts to rescue traces of post-9/11 South Asian American activism from the obscurity of time are both a reflection of and inspiration for ongoing social movements against racism and violence. Community archives like SAADA are not just vehicles for documenting marginalized pasts, but tools for mobilizing in the present to build a more just future. By engaging in a recuperative history of South Asian American progressive politics (that is, uncovering and preserving traces of past activism that might otherwise be lost or forgotten), SAADA reminds the community of its roots in nonviolent struggle and aims to build a trajectory of activism.
Using my experiences as co-founder of and an archivist for SAADA, this chapter explores how independent community-based archives can both document nonviolent political activism and be an integral part of such activism. First, this chapter will position SAADA as an independent community-based memory organization arising, in part, out of ongoing South Asian American activism against racism, Islamophobia, and militarism in the wake of 9/11. It will then also place SAADA within the larger framework of the community archives movement, arguing that such grassroots attempts to recuperate lost histories and shape collective memory of past activism are essential components of nonviolent political movements in the present. Next, this chapter will explore SAADA's specific responses to the Oak Creek Gurdwara attack in order to illustrate how community archives both arise from and respond to nonviolent political activism. By exploring one case study, this chapter asserts that independent archives can transform how communities envision the past, how they mobilize in the present, and how they conceive of the future.
Throughout, this chapter reveals how several key principles of collective memory are made manifest through the construction of independent grassroots archives by communities. Neiger et al. (2011, pp. 4-5) enumerate five characteristics of how collective memory has come to be understood: its socio-political construction, its continuously evolving nature, its social function, its materialization, and its narrative qualities. SAADA's documentation of political activism exhibits each of these characteristics, using material traces of the past in service of current political aims that suit ongoing community struggles. However, SAADA's status as a solely digital enterprise adds dimensions of immediacy and interactivity to the collective aspects of collective memory, revealing the
